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Introduction

Collimating Shielded Bellow

One possible technique for bunch length manipulation is to combine higher harmonic SRF cavities with the fundamental frequency
of the BESSY II storage ring. VSR DEMO seeks to develop and
demonstrate the required SRF technology in a condensed set-up.

To prevent synchrotron light incidence on the cavities, a tapered
copper labyrinth shields the bellow. Operational experiences with
a prototype setup in BESSY II revealed insufficient cleaning of the
labyrinth, and RF interactions with vacuum gaps in the gasket’s RF
lip. A modified bellow design with access to the enclosure and
smaller gaps in the gasket’s RF lip will be tested starting this year.

To demonstrate the feasibility of this complex system the VSR
DEMO cold string consists of two highly damped 1.5 GHz cavities,
each featuring five waveguides and a fundamental power coupler.
Cavity control is achieved by blade tuners and piezo elements. All
other interconnecting elements in direct contact with the beam
vacuum are also considered part of the VSR DEMO cold string.
If successful, the two-cavity module would be ready for commissioning in a storage ring such as BESSY II. This will represent
the final step towards validating the proposed technology and a
subsequent module with four cavities offering beam flexible
dynamics could be built.

Cavity

Waveguide

HOM Load & Diaphragm

The four cell 1.5 GHz cavity with its five waveguide extensions and
a fundamental power coupler port is designed to provide damping
of HOM power beyond 1 kW in CW per cavity.

Stainless steel waveguides connect the cold (5 K) waveguide flange
on the cavity with room-temperature operated HOM loads. Two
rectangular bellows are required to achieve this thermal gradient
and to allow for mechanical mismatches. The bellows are interfaced by a thermal intercept (80 K). A tender for manufacturing
twelve waveguides has just been opened.

Water cooled HOM loads ware designed and are now being manufactured in the framework of a research and development agreement among Jefferson Lab and HZB. Since even a single particulate
reaching to the SRF cavity regions could act as quench-generating
field emitter, a Kapton diaphragm was designed to separates the
HOM loads from the WG-/cavity volume. The clamping frame can
be integrated in the rectangular flange of the HOM loads.

Coupler

Tuner

Warm Endgroup & Scraper

The 1.5 GHz couplers are a scaled version of the Cornell couplers,
with 2 cylindrical ceramic windows and bellows to allow for variable coupling. Dedicated modifications of antenna tip, as well as of
the cold and warm coax dimensions were required to meet VSR
coupling requirements. Research Instruments is manufacturing in
collaboration with Thales two prototype couplers to be delivered
in Q3/2021. Conditioning of the prototypes in a currently purchased cooled test box is scheduled for early 2022. The four series
couplers will be completed in Q3/2022.

A blade tuner and four encapsulated piezos will be used for active
tuning of the cavity. Operational conditions of the cavity, such as
parking, require an extended tuning range of 1.5 mm. To achieve
this, INFN-LASA performed a thorough analysis and implemented
the necessary design changes starting from the TESLA like coaxial
tuner geometry. Three blade tuners and some test pieces for
preliminary assessment are currently manufactured by Zanon
Research & Innovation SRL and will be delivered in summer 2021.

Currently two Warm Endgroups are manufactured by PINK GmbH
and will be delivered in August 2021. Xelera Research LLC has successfully fitted a Ti cooling jacket on the SiC toroid for HOM absorption. To assess the design and any interactions with the beam,
the assemblies will be in-situ tested in BESSY II in 2022.

Some key design and manufacturing challenges are:
• The complexly shaped cavity endgroups. Direct weld connection of the Nb waveguide extensions to the Ti vessel is established by a T-shaped intermediate Nb piece.

• The 800°C annealing step, also affecting the Ti-bellow on the
vessel and the NbTi flanges on the waveguide extensions.

Module Endbellow
The unshielded beam-pipe bellows are employed i. a. to establish
a thermal gradient from the warm module door to the cold cavity
and to shift the trapped mode frequency. An actuator was engineered to move the central ring by ±3 mm, resulting in a frequency shift of ±1.5 MHz sufficient for the mode’s ~1 MHz bandwidth.
Documents for tender are now being prepared.

• The safety valve of the 1.8 K He-cooling circuit with an opening
pressure of 3.5 bara. Very detailed quality control of material
and manufacturing is established in collaboration with DEKRA.
Research Instruments is manufacturing two prototypes and – in a
second stage – three clones of the cavities. Cold RF tests at HZB’s
large vertical test stand are scheduled for the undressed cavity
prototypes in Q4/2022 and for the dressed in Q1/2023.

